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Karnataka on Sunday reported 326 new cases of Covid-19, taking the total to 29,83,459. Bengaluru 
Urban reported 173 cases and one death.
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Congress high command will decide on CM after 2023 polls, every one will abide by it: Siddaramaiah
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Senior Congress leader Siddaramaiah on Sunday said the party high command will decide on its chief 
minister after winning the 2023 assembly polls in Karnataka, and whomever they name, every one will 
abide by it. The Leader of Opposition in Karnataka also made it clear that he has no interest in national 
politics and will remain in the state."High Command will decide. Congress party is a national party. 
Who made Basavaraj Bommai the CM? Did MLAs do it? It was the (BJP) high command and RSS 
which decided. Similarly, we too have the high command," Siddaramaiah said in response to a question
on whether he will become CM if Congress wins assembly polls.Speaking to reporters, he said, on the 
basis of the opinion expressed by the newly elected MLAs, the high command will decide on the new 
Chief Minister. "Whoever is made (the CM), we will accept it." (PTI)
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Govt yet to decide on 12 names reiterated by SC collegium for appointment as judges

The government is yet to decide on 12 names reiterated by the Supreme Court collegium between 
March and September this year for appointment as judges in four high courts, sources aware of the 
procedure of appointment in the higher judiciary have said. On different occasions, the government had
returned these names to the Supreme Court collegium with a request to reconsider its recommendations
to elevate these people as judges of high courts. Two names each are for Karnataka high court. (PTI)
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Bengaluru: Woman trying to buy used Audi loses Rs 10 lakh
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A 42-year-old woman has alleged that a gang of three persons lured her on the pretext of getting her a 
used Audi A3 and cheated her of Rs 10 lakh recently. The victim is Suma (name changed) of Rampur 
near Bidarahalli, outskirts of east Bengaluru. Read more here
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